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C H A P T E R  4
Spoken Word Recognition 
and Production
Anne Cutler
I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Most language behavior consists o f  speaking and listening. However, the 
recognition and production o f  spoken words have not always been central 
topics in psycholinguistic research. Considering the two fields together in 
one chapter reveals differences and similarities. Spokcn-word recognition 
studies began in earnest in the 1970s, prompted on one hand by the develop­
ment o f  laboratory tasks involving auditory presentation and on the other 
hand by the realization that the growing body o f  data on visual word 
recognition (see Scidenbcrg, Chapter  5, this volume) did not necessarily 
apply to listening, bccausc o f  the temporal nature o f  speech signals. This 
recognition research has been, to a great extent, model driven. Spokcn- 
w ord  production research, on the other hand, has a longer history but a less 
intimate relationship with theory. Laboratory tasks for studying production 
are difficult to devise, so that much research addressed production failure, 
such as slips o f  the tongue. An unhappy result o f  this focus has been models 
o f  production that are largely determined by the characteristics o f  failed 
rather than succcssful operation o f  the processes modeled; moreover, the 
models have rarely prom pted  new research. Only  in recent years have m od­
els and laboratory studies o f  successful production bccomc widely available. 
Despite these differences, theoretical questions in recognition and produc-
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tion are similar, and central to both has been the question o f  au tonom y 
versus interaction in levels o f  processing. As this chaptcr describes, the 
balance o f  evidence indicates a similar answer for both fields.
II. S P O K E N  W O R D  R E C O G N I T I O N
A. M eth od o logy
The simplest methods for studying spoken word recognition measure rcc- 
ognizability per se, for example, o f  words or sentcnccs under noise masks 
(e.g., Savin, 1963) or o f  filtered or truncated (“gated”; Ellis, Derbyshire, & 
Joseph, 1971) spccch signals. None o f  these tasks reflects the time course o f  
récognition.
A m ong  tasks that do attempt to tap processing on-line arc those ot lexical 
decision, deciding whether  or not a stimulus is a real word  (sec Scidenbcrg, 
Chaptcr  5, this volume); as this merely requires affirming that recognition 
has occurred, it has a certain ecological validity. In the auditory form o f  this 
task, however, subjects cannot respond before the end o f  a word  in ease it 
becomcs a nonw ord  at the last opportunity  (recognitions rather than recogni­
tion, for instance); thus response time (RT) varies with word  length 
(Bradley &' Forster, 1987). Also, subjects can be reluctant to reject non­
words, perhaps reflecting all listeners’ practice in guessing from unclcar 
speech input. Variants o f  lexical decision arc “word-spott ing"  (Cutler & 
Norris, 1988), in which a largely nonsense input contains occasional real 
words and a single positive response to a real w ord  rcplaccs lexical deci­
s ion’s choice response, and “phoneme-triggered lexical decision” (Blank, 
1980), in which subjects listen for a specified initial phoneme and then 
decide whether  it begins a w ord  or nonword.  Both can be used with contin­
uous spccch input. Speeded repetition o f  words (“auditory nam ing”; 
Whalen, 1991) or continuous spccch (“shadow ing”; Marslcn-Wilson, 1985) 
may also be used to study recognition, but these tasks have the disadvantage 
o f  confounding recognition and production processes.
In phonetic categorization, principally used to study segmental percep­
tion (see Nygaard  and Pisoni, Chaptcr 3, this volume), the stimuli are 
unnatural tokens, along a continuum formed by some acoustic parameter 
between one natural spccch sound and another. For word  recognition stud­
ies the tokens may be embedded in words versus non words (e.g., Ganong,
1980).
In dual-task experiments, RT to perform the secondary task can rcflect 
m om enta ry  changes in difficulty o f  the primary task. Many such tasks 
require subjects to m onitor  incoming spccch for a prespccificd target, which 
can be part o f  the speech stream itself (a word, a syllable, a phoneme), 
something w rong  with the spccch (e.g., a mispronunciation; Cole, 1973),
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or an extraneous signal (e.g., a click; Ladcfogcd & Broadbcnt, 1960). In 
phonem e monitor ing  (Foss, 1969), subjects detect a target phoneme (usu­
ally in word-initial position). The task must be performed at a phonemic 
rather than an acoustic match level, since the acoustic patterns o f  phonemes 
differ with contcxt. Phonem e monitoring has featured in many studies o f  
prelcxical processing, as has syllabic monitoring (e.g., Mills, 1980b), in 
which the target is a sequence such as / ba /. Rhym e monitoring (detection 
o f  a w ord  rhym ing  with the target; e.g., Scidcnberg & Tancnhaus, 1979) 
has been used to study phonological characteristics o f  lexical entries. In 
w ord  monitor ing  (e.g., Marslcn-Wilson & Tyler, 1980), specification o f  the 
target involves recognition o f  the very word  to which a response is later 
made; responses are therefore subject to repetition priming, that is, facilita­
tion o f  recognition on a second occurrcncc (e.g., Slowiaczck, Nusbaum, & 
Pisoni, 1987).
Another  indirect measure is cross-modal priming (Swinney, Onifcr, 
Prather, & Hirschkowitz, 1979), in which listeners perform a lexical déci­
sion to a visually presented string while simultaneously listening to words 
or sentences. Response time to the visual words is measured as a function o f  
their associative relationship to the spoken words. Facilitatory effects, and 
the time at which they appear relative to presentation o f  the spoken word, 
reflect lcxical processing o f  the latter. This task has proved particularly 
useful for studying patterns o f  activation in the lexicon during word recog­
nition.
B. Issues
1. The  Input to the Lexicon
Lexical access from spcctra (LAFS; Klatt, 1979) is the only recognition 
model in which lcxical hypotheses arc generated directly from a spectral 
representation o f  input. In this model, the lexicon consists o f  a tree o f  
possible sequences, in which the end o f  every word is connectcd to the 
beginning o f  every other word, with phonological rules supplying the ap­
propriate allophone; the result is a decoding network for phonetic se­
quences. Each state transition in this network is a mininctwork o f  spectral 
templates. Lexical recognition consists o f  finding the best match between 
the input sequence o f  spectral templates and paths through the network.
LAFS is neither an implemented engineering system nor a psychological 
model specified in terms that make predictions about human performance. 
Its main advantage is that it offers a way to preserve useful low-level infor­
mation that is often lost in the process o f  making all-or-nonc phonemic 
decisions. However, it incorporates some psychologically implausible fea­
tures, such as the redundancy o f  having similar word boundary transitions
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represented for every possible word  pair separately. Problems ot variability 
(Nygaard  and Pisoni, Chapter  3; this volume) eventually proved insuper­
able for actual implementation ot LAFS (Klatt, 1989). The model requires a 
spectral distance metric for the computation ot matching scores tor each 
input spectrum with the stored spectral templates; but the spectral vari­
ability o f  real spccch input defeated efforts to devise such a metric.
O th e r  models o f  spoken word  récognition assume that spccch input is 
translated into a more abstract representation tor contact with the lexicon. 
Obvious  candidates for such representations have been the units o f  linguistic 
analysis, and o f  these, the phoneme, by definition the smallest unit into 
which spcech can be sequentially decomposed, has been most popular (Foss 
& Gcrnsbacher, 1983; Marslcn-Wilson Welsh, 1978; Pisoni &: Lucc, 1987). 
However, other units have been proposed, including units above the 
phonem e level such as syllables (Mchler, D om m crgues ,  Frauenfelder, & 
Segui, 1981), demisyllables (i.e., a vowel plus a preceding syllabic onset or 
following coda; Fujimura & Lovins, 1978; Samuel, 1989), diphoncs (i.e., 
speech segments affected by two consecutive phonemes; Klatt, 1979; Mar­
cus, 1981) or stress units (Grosjcan & Gee, 1987), and feature units below 
the phonem e level (McClelland & Elman, 1986b; Stevens, 1986; Stevens, 
Manuel, Shattuck-Hufnagel,  & Liu, 1992) (sec Nygaard  and Pisoni, C hap­
tcr 3, this volume, for further discussion).
The  issue o f  prclexical representations connects with the issue ot lcxical 
segmentation o f  continuous speech. Understanding spccch requires recog­
nition o f  individual words (more exactly: lexically represented units), sincc 
the num ber  o f  possible complete utterances is infinite. Yet spccch signals do 
not ncccssarily contain robust and reliable cues to word boundaries. Several 
classes o f  solution have been proposed for the problem o f  segmenting con­
tinuous spcech into words. O ne  is that words arc rccognized in sequential 
order, and that the point o f  onset o f  a word is identified by virtue ot 
successful recognition o f  the preceding word (Cole &: Jakimik, 1978; 
Marslcn-Wilson &: Welsh, 1978). Another is that alternative, possibly over­
lapping, word  candidates compctc for recognition (this is the mechanism 
embodied in TR A C E: McClelland Elman, 1986b). The third class o f  
solution proposes an explicit segmentation procedure (e.g., Cutler fk N o r ­
ris, 1988). Explicit segmentation may presuppose units o f  segmentation at 
the prclcxical level.
Experimental cvidcncc supports all three types o f  proposal to some ex­
tent. Sequential recognition, however, is poorly suited to vocabulary struc­
ture, as described in Section 11132, and competition is fully compatible with 
explicit segmentation. Evidcncc exists for explicit segmentation (1) into 
syllables: listeners dctcct target strings such as ba or bal more rapidly when 
the strings correspond exactly to a syllabic o f  a heard word than when they 
constitute more or less than a syllabic (Mchler ct al., 1981; Zwitscrlood, 
Schricfcrs, Lahiri, &: van Donsclaar, 1993); and (2) at stress unit boundaries:
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récognition o f  real words embedded in nonsense bisyllables is inhibited if 
the w ord  spans a boundary between two strong syllables (i.e., two syllables 
containing full vowels), but is not if the word spans a boundary between a 
strong and a weak syllable, sincc only the former is a stress unit boundary 
(Cutler & Norris, 1988).
A striking outcomc o f  the explicit segmentation research is that seg­
mentation units appear to be language specific. The evidcncc for syllables 
reported above comes from Frcnch and Dutch. Evidence o f  syllabic segmen­
tation has also been observed in Spanish (Bradley, Sanchcz-Casas, & Garcia- 
Albca, 1993) and Catalan (Scbastian-Gallés, Dupoux, Scgui, & Mchler, 
1992). O th e r  tasks confirm the robustness o f  syllabic segmentation in 
Frcnch (Kolinsky, Morais & Cluytens, 1995; Scgui, Fraucnfelder, & Mchler,
1981). However, target detection docs not show syllabic segmentation in 
English (Cutler, Mchlcr, Norris & Scgui, 1986) or in Japanese (Otake, 
Hatano, Cutler, &' Mchlcr, 1993; Cutler & Otake, 1994). Cutler and N orr is ’s 
(1988) observation that segmentation in English is stress based, by con­
trast, is supported by patterns o f  word boundary mispcrceptions (Cutler & 
Butterfield, 1992) and by evidcncc o f  activation o f  monosyllabic words em ­
bedded as strong syllables in longer words (e.g., bone, in trombone; Shill—
cock, 1990).
Stress-based segmentation in English and syllabic segmentation in Frcnch 
arc similar in that in both eases segmentation procedures appear to reflect 
the basic rhythm ic structure o f  the language; this parallel led Otake ct al.
(1993) to investigate segmentation in Japanese, the rhythm  o f  which is based 
on a subsyllabic unit, the mora. O take et al.’s results (sec also Cutler & 
Otake, 1994) supported moraic segmentation in Japanese.
2. Constraints o f  Temporal Structure
Spoken words arc temporal signals. The temporal nature o f  spoken word 
recognition is the basis o f  the C ohor t  Model o f  Marslcn-Wilson and Welsh 
(1978), which models w ord  recognition via bo t tom -up  analysis o f  the input 
combined with  top-dow n influence from knowledge-driven constraints. 
Each stored lcxical representation is an active element, which responds to 
both bo t tom -up  and top-dow n information. The initial portion o f  a spoken 
w ord  activates all words beginning in that way. Thus / s / activates, for 
example, sad, several, spelling, psychology. As more information arrives, pro­
cessing elements that do not match the input drop out o f  this initial cohort 
o f  potential words. If the next phoneme is / p /, for example, the cohort is 
reduccd to words beginning / s p /; an incoming / 1/ rcduccs it still further, to 
spinach, spirit, spill, and so on until only one candidate word remains. This 
may occur before the end o f  the word. Bccausc no words other than spigot 
begin / sp ig/, those four phonemes suffice to reduce the cohort to one word.
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The model capitalizes on the temporal nature o f  spccch in that initial 
portions o f  words affect the recognition proccss first. Recognition is cffi- 
cicnt in that a w ord  can be recognized by that point at which it becomes 
unique from all other words in the language (the “uniqueness po in t”), 
which may (as in spigot) prcccdc the w o rd ’s end.
In support  o f  the uniqueness point concept, Marslcn-Wilson (1984) re­
ported correlations between phoneme detection RT and the distance o f  
target phonemes from uniqueness points, and between the point at which 
listeners confidently recognized gated words and the w ords’ uniqueness 
points. Similarly, nonw ords  that arc the hrst part o f  real words (e.g. [kred] 
as in crédit) are rejected more slowly than arc nonwords  that cannot become 
words (e.g. [kren]; Taft, 1986); mispronunciations later in words are de­
tected faster and more accuratcly than changes in initial sounds (Cole, 1973; 
Marslcn-Wilson & Welsh, 1978). In support  o f  the concept o f  an activated 
cohort, Marslcn-Wilson (1987) found that presentation o f  cither captain or 
captive initially activated words related to both (e.g., ship, guard),  suggesting 
that both potential words were themselves activated; at the end o f  either 
word, however, only associates o f  the word actually presented were facili­
tated. Marslcn-Wilson and Zwitscrlood (1989) reported that words were 
not primed by other words with similar ending portions; thus recognition 
o f  battle was primed by batter, but not by cattle. However, Connine, Blasko, 
and Titonc (1993) found that non words that differed from real words by 
only one or two phonological features o f  the initial phoneme primed associ­
ates o f  their base words (i.e.,deacher  primed school).
O ther  evidcncc also suggests that words arc not necessarily recognizcd as 
early as possible, and that word-final information may be fully processed. 
Gated words arc usually rccognizcd after their uniqueness point, sometimes 
only after their acoustic offset (Bard, Shillcock, &: Altmann, 1988; Grosjcan, 
1985). Lexical décision RTs to words with the same uniqueness point and 
same num ber  o f  phonemes after the uniqueness point (e.g., difficult, diffi­
dent) differ as a function o f  frequency; and listeners’ latency to reject non­
words with  equal uniqueness points is affcctcd by what follows this point 
(e.g., rhythlic, which has the same ending as rhythmic, is rejcctcd more 
slowly than rhythlen,  although both bccomc nonwords at the / l / ;  Taft & 
Hambly, 1986; see also G oodm an & Huttcnlochcr, 1988). Words in sen­
tences can be identified either from word-initial or word-final information, 
and both types o f  information interact with higher-level contextual infor­
mation (Salasoo & Pisoni, 1985); truncated words can be recognized from 
either initial or final fragments (Nootcboom , 1981); and beginnings and 
ends o f  synthesized words arc equally effcctivc recognition prompts  when 
the rest o f  the w ord  is noise masked (N ootcboom  & van der Vlugt, 1988). 
Identification o f  spoken words is facilitated by prior presentation o f  rh y m ­
ing items (Milberg, Blumstein &: Dworetzky, 1988) and, under noise mask-
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ing, by prior presentation o f  words overlapping either from onset or offset; 
recognition o f  f lock  is facilitated as much by stock or block as by f lap  or f lop
(Slowiaczck et al., 1987).
Indeed, the uniqueness point concept may have limited application, since 
most short words (in English) become unique only at their end (starve, start), 
or even after it (star could continue as starve, start, starling, etc.; Luce, 1986), 
and most words (even content words) in conversational spccch arc m o n o ­
syllabic (Cutler & Carter, 1987). Counterproposals consider instead the 
overall similarity o f  a word  to other words (Luce, Pisoni, & Goldingcr, 
1990; Marcus &' Fraucnfeldcr, 1985). All-or-nonc rejection o f  candidate 
words due to early mismatch is also inconsistent with detection o f  w ord-  
initial mispronunciations (Cole, 1973), with word-initial phoneme restora­
tion (Warren, 1970), and with recognition o f  improbable utterances such as 
puns (Norris, 1982). Marslcn-Wilson (1987) revised the cohort model to 
cope with these problems. The later version o f  the model assumes that 
m inor  mismatches only downgrade a candidate w o rd ’s activation rather 
than remove it entirely from the cohort. However, the model still gives 
highest priority to word-initial information.
3. The Limits o f  Interaction
a. Interactive Models of Spoken Word Recognition
The Logogen Model (Morton, 1969) is a model o f  how sources o f  informa­
tion combine in w ord  recognition, originally designed for visual recogni­
tion, and for data jus t  on visual recognition thresholds at that. But it has 
been treated as a general model o f  word  recognition by many researchers. 
“Logogens ,” in this model, are active feature counters associated with indi­
vidual lexical items, which tot up incoming positive evidence in their indi­
vidual favor. Each logogen has a threshold, at which it outputs a recognition 
response. N o t  all logogens are equal: those for high-frequency words, for 
instance, start with higher resting levels than those for low-frequency 
words. As the input may come not only from auditory features but also 
from higher-level sources such as syntactic and semantic analysis o f  the 
preceding speech context, the logogen model is interactive. Probably be­
cause it is less fully specified than more recent models, the logogen model 
has not played a major role in recent years.
In the first version o f  the C ohor t  Model, higher-level context could 
reduce the cohort: words inconsistent with the developing context drop 
out. Thus, strong contextual constraints would produce even earlier recog­
nition. Consistent with this, recognition o f  gated words showed facilitatory 
effects o f  both syntactic and semantic constraints (Tyler, 1984; Tyler &: 
Wessels, 1983); and in a shadowing task, predictable mispronounced words
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were fluently restored to correct pronunciation, as if listeners had not no­
ticed the errors (Marslcn-Wilson, 1975). Further, Marslcn-Wilson and 
Welsh (1978) found that the tendency o f  mispronunciations late in a word  to 
be more often fluently restored than word-initial mispronunciations was 
significantly stronger for predictable than tor unpredictable words. In the 
revised cohort  model, however, higher-level context docs not act directly 
on cohort membership.  A set o f  potential candidates generated by bo t tom -  
up input is evaluated and integrated with context; information from prior 
context flows down only to this integrative stage, not as far as lexical 
selection. By this latter change the cohort model is no longer strictly inter­
active, but essentially an application to auditory word recognition ot N o r ­
ris’s (1986) noninteractive model o f  context effects in visual word recogni­
tion, and similar to proposals about spoken word recognition made by Luce
ct al. (1990).
The case for interactivity in spoken word recognition is put most s trong­
ly by the connectionist model 1RACE. A miniversion ot the model (Mc­
Clelland Elman, 1986a) takes real speech input, but is o f  limited scope 
(one speaker and a vocabulary o f  nine CV syllables). The better-known 
version (McClelland & Elman, 1986b) finesses front-end analysis problems 
in the interest o f  explicating the higher-level capabilities; the input is an 
explicit representation o f  acoustic features. Both versions o f  the model em ­
body interactive activation. O n  a scries ot levels arc processing elements 
(nodes), each with  (1) a current activation value, (2) a resting level, toward 
which its activation decays over time, and (3) a threshold, over which its 
activation spreads to connected nodes. Bidirectional connections exist be­
tween nodes within each level and at adjacent levels. T R A C E  mimics the 
temporal nature o f  spccch by representing each node separately in each one 
o f  successive time slices.
Connections between nodes at the same level can be excitatory (e.g., 
connection at the phoneme level between / 1/ and phonemes in adjacent time 
slices that can precede or follow / 1/, such as vowels), or inhibitory (e.g., 
connection between / 1/ and other phonemes in the same time slice). 
Bctwccn-lcvcl connections (e.g., from / 1/ to all features at the feature level, 
below, which occur in / 1/, or to all words containing / 1/ at the word level, 
above) arc always facilitatory. Connections arc assigned weights (positive 
for excitatory connections, negative for inhibitory). Interactive activation is 
the process o f  constantly adjusting connection weights, and hence the acti­
vation o f  nodes, according to signals received from other nodes, on the 
same, lower, or higher levels. The input is a pattern o f  activation ot feature 
nodes, presented sequentially across time slices. Activation spreads upward 
trom the feature level, while within the feature level inhibition is exerted 
toward features incompatible with those activated by the input. As higher- 
level nodes arc excited from the bottom  up, their increasing activation leads
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them to exert influence from the top down, which in turn increases activa­
tion from the bo t tom  up, and so on. Recognition occurs (at any output 
level) when a node’s activation reaches some arbitrary level. A decision can 
in principle be made at any time, the current most highly activated node 
being deemed the output  (McClelland &' Elman, 1986b, p. 20). Alter­
natively, output  could occur at a preset time rather than at a preset activation 
level.
An advantage o f  T R A C E  is its exploitation o f  variability in cues to 
phonemes. For instance, the fact that acoustic cues for stop consonants vary 
with the identity of the following vowel is represented in the miniversion o f  
T R A C E  by connections that allow feature nodes for vowels to adjust the 
weights o f  feature nodes for prcvocalic consonants. T R A C E ’S major limita­
tion, however, is that it deals ineffectively with the temporal nature o f  
spccch; multiplication o f  the entire network across time slices is a highly 
implausible proposal. Subsequent conncctionist models o f  spcech recogni­
tion exploited techniques better adapted to deal with temporal variation, 
such as simple recurrent networks (Elman, 1990; Norris, 1990). According 
to Klatt (1989), current conncctionist models also provide only limited and 
implausible solutions to the problems o f  variability in spccch.
N ote  that simultaneous consideration o f  input and higher-level informa­
tion does not presuppose interactivity. In Massaro’s (1987) Fuzzy Logical 
Model o f  Spcech Perception (FLMP), multiple sources o f  information about 
speech input are simultaneously but independently evaluated in a continu­
ous manner, and are integrated and compared as to the relative support they 
offer for stored prototypes. It is called a fuzzy logical model because contin­
uous truth values arc assigned to each source o f  information as a result o f  the 
evaluation process. The FLMP offers a way o f  integrating information from 
input and context w ithout  positing interaction: the information from each 
source is evaluated independently, and one does not modify the processing 
o f  the other. Massaro (1989) has argued that in signal detection theory 
terms, his model predicts top-down cffects only on bias (ß), not sensitivity 
(d'), whereas T R A C E , which allows activation from higher levels o f  pro­
cessing to feed back to and alter lower levels o f  processing, predicts that 
top-dow n effects will alter sensitivity; Massaro reported results consistent 
with the F L M P ’s prédictions.
b. Lcxical and Phonetic Processing
Evidence o f  w o rd /n o n w o rd  differences in the earliest stages o f  speech per­
ception would argue strongly for interaction. Three main lines o f  research 
have addressed this issue. The first, using the phonetic categorization task, 
began with Ganong (1980), w ho  asked listeners to identify CVC-initial 
consonants varying along a voicing continuum, one choice consistent with a 
w ord  and the other with a non word (e.g., teak-deak  vs. teep-deep). The
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crossover point o f  listeners’ identification functions shifted, such that more 
choiccs were lcxically consistent. The lcxical shift was largest in the am big­
uous region o f  the continuum, which Ganong interpreted as a top-dow n 
cffcct, arguing that response bias would have affected the entire continuum  
equally.
Fox (1984), however, found that fast categorization responses were un­
affected by lcxicality (also see Miller & Dexter, 1988). Fox proposed that 
phonetic and lexical representations are computed in parallel; activation o f  
lcxical representations takes longer than phonetic computation, but once 
lcxical information is available, it dominates, with the result that only later 
responses are lcxically biased. Connine and Clifton (1987) rcplicatcd Fox’s 
RT result, but argued that if the lexical cffcct was indeed a postperccptual 
response bias, its cffccts should mimic those o f  another bias such as m one­
tary payoff; they did not, renewing support  for top-dow n interpretation o f  
lcxical cffccts on categorization. Also, T R A C E  successfully simulated (Mc­
Clelland & Elman, 1986b) both G ano ng’s (1980) and Fox’s (1984) findings, 
as well as effects o f  phonological legality in categorization (Massaro &:
Cohen, 1983).
An influential study by Elman and McClelland (1988) capitalized on one 
type o f  compensation for coarticulation, namely identification o f  alveolar 
and velar stops after dental versus palatal fricatives. Lip rounding tor the 
palatal [ƒ] elongates the vocal tract, while lip retraction for the dental [s] 
shortens it, resulting in changes in the articulation o f  any following stop; 
but listeners compensate for these: an ambiguous sound halfway between [t] 
and [k] tends to be reported as [t] if it occurs after [ƒ], but as [k) if it occurs 
after [s] (Mann &: Repp, 1981). Elman and McClelland appended an am big­
uous fricative between [ƒ] and [s] to words normally ending in [ƒ] ( foolish) 
and [s] (Christmas), and had listeners judge  an ambiguous stop consonant 
between [t] and [k], presented in word-initial position immediately follow­
ing the ambiguous fricativc. A compensation shift appeared in listeners’ 
judgm en ts  after the ambiguous as well as after the unambiguous fricative. 
The ambiguous fricativc provided no acoustic reason for compensation; 
Elman and McClelland therefore interpreted the shift in terms o f  top-dow n 
lcxical influence inducing biased judgm ents  about acoustic structure at the 
phonetic decision level.
In phonetic categorization experiments, o f  coursc, many stimuli are by 
definition unnatural, that is, not what speakers ever producc; this makes the 
segmental perception task both difficult and unrepresentative o f  natural 
recognition. Also, the same words arc responded to repeatedly, which may 
prcactivatc lexical representations and hence make influence o f  lcxical infor­
mation more likely. Reccnt results with  the task suggest that lexical effects 
arc fragile and rather dependent on unnaturalncss o f  the stimuli. Burton, 
Baum, and Blumstein (1989) found that lexical cffccts on [d ]—[t] catcgoriza-
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tions disappeared when the stimuli covaricd burst amplitude with V O T  
(and were thus more like natural speech). Likewise, M cQueen (1991) found 
no lcxical cffccts in word-final [ s ] - m  categorizations with high-quality 
stimuli, though lcxical cffccts appeared when the same stimuli were de­
graded by filtering. (Note that M cQ u ee n ’s finding o f  small and unreliable 
lcxical cffccts on word-final phoneme categorization also contradicts 
T R A C E , which predicts s tronger lexical cffccts word-finally than w ord-  
initially; as word  information accumulates, top-down feedback should 
strengthen.) C om pare  these inconsistent lcxical status cffccts with cffccts o f  
speaking rate, actual or inferred (e.g., Miller, 1981a, 1981b; Miller &' Liber- 
man, 1979). A continuum varying formant transition duration from [b] 
(short) to [w] (long) produces more [b] judgm ents  before a long [a], more 
[w] jud gm en ts  before a short [a], indicating that listeners compensate for 
(inferred) rate o f  articulation by computing transition duration in relation to 
stimulus duration (Miller &: Liberman, 1979). This cffcct appears with se­
verely filtered phonetic context (Gordon, 1988), suggesting that it operates 
at an early, coarse-grained, level o f  phonetic processing; moreover, the 
cffcct cannot be removed by, for instance, requiring fast responses (Miller & 
Dexter, 1988; Miller, Green, & Schcrmcr, 1984). Thus, the rate cffcct seems 
to be automatic, and robust in a way that the cffccts o f  lexical status arc not. 
The presence o f  lcxical status cffccts, as Pitt and Samuel (1993) concludcd 
from a comprehensive meta-analysis o f  the phonetic categorization studies, 
depends heavily both on position o f  the phoneme in the stimulus item, and 
on the phonetic contrast involved. In all, the pattern o f  variability suggests 
that the phonetic categorization task may not be the best way to study 
lexical-phonetic relationships.
In phonem e restoration studies (Warren, 1970), a phoneme is excised and 
replaced by noise; listeners report hearing noise simultaneous with an intact 
spcech signal (something that they have often experienced). Their ju d g ­
ments o f  the location o f  the noise are imperfect, but the limits o f  illu­
sory continuity correspond roughly to average word duration (Bashford, 
Meyers, Brubaker, & Warren, 1988; Bashford & Warren, 1987), suggesting 
that oncc lcxical information is available, it supplants lower-level informa­
tion. Samuel (1981a) compared listeners’ judgm ents  when noise actually 
replaced a phonem e (as it did in Warren’s stimuli) or was overlaid on a 
phonem e (as listeners reported). Discriminability (d') o f  rcplaccd versus 
overlaid stimuli was significantly worse in real words than in nonwords, 
and in high-frcquency words than in low-frcquency words (although Sam­
uel, 1981b, failed to replicate the frequency cffcct). Discriminability was 
also worse when the distorted word  was preceded by the same word, undis- 
tortcd. Bias (ß) showed no cffccts either o f  lexical status or o f  frequency. 
Samuel (1987) similarly found that words with early uniqueness points were 
less discriminablc (at least for distortions late in the word) than words
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with  late uniqueness points; and words with more than one completion 
(e.g., -egion) were less d i s c r im in a te  than words with a unique completion 
(-esion). Samuel interpreted his results in terms o f  top-down lexical influ­
ence upon phonetic decisions: previously activated or otherwise easily iden­
tifiable words  are m ore  speedily acccssed and feedback from their lexical 
representations overrides the low-level discrimination, while nonwords re­
main d i s c r im in a te  becausc no lexical representations cxcrcisc influence. 
Real words are, however, no more detectable under noise than nonwords  
(Repp & Frost, 1988).
The third line o f  research uses phonem e-m onito r ing  and asks whether 
responses arc pre- or postlexical. Postlexical responding is suggested by 
findings that targets arc detected faster on predictable than on unpredictable 
words (Eimas fk Nygaard, 1992; Mchler &: Scgui, 1987; M orton & Long, 
1976), targets may be detected Faster on words  than on non words (P. Rubin, 
Turvcy, & van Gelder, 1976), and word targets are detected faster than 
phonem e targets on the same words (Foss tk Swinncy, 1973). Likewise, if 
subjects m onito r  for targets occurring anywhere in a word, not just  w ord -  
initially, targets arc detected faster on high- versus low-frequency words 
(Scgui tk Frauenfcldcr, 1986) and on contextually primed versus unprimed 
words (Frauenfcldcr &: Scgui, 1989). O n  the other hand, Foss and Blank 
(1980; also sec Foss, Harwood, & Blank, 1980) found no RT cffccts o f  
w o r d -n o n w o rd  status or frequency o f  occurrence o f  the target-bearing 
word; and when subjects monitored for word-initial phonemes only no 
effects o f  w ord  frequency (Scgui & Frauenfcldcr, 1986) or contextual p r im ­
ing appeared (Frauenfcldcr fk Scgui, 1989). Repeated findings that the level 
o f  match between target specification and response item affects RT in this 
task (Cutler, Butterfield, fk Williams, 1987; Dijkstra, Schrcuder, fk Frauen­
fcldcr, 1989; Hcaly fk Cutt ing,  1976; McNcill & Lindig, 1973; Mills, 1980a, 
1980b; Swinncy & Prather, 1980; Whalen, 1984, 1991) arc consistent with 
prelexical responses, as is the interference effect o f  phonemes phonologi-  
cally similar to the target (N ew m an & Dell, 1978). N ew m an  and Dell 
argued that a phonological representation constructed postlcxically should 
allow a simple yes—no décision on match o f  input to target; but RT in their 
study showed a gradient o f  interference as a function o f  num ber  o f  shared 
phonological features. Further, this interference effect is as strong in pre­
dictable as in unpredictable words (Dell fk N ew m an,  1980; Stemberger, 
Elman, & Haden, 1985).
The apparently conflicting phonem e-m onitor ing  findings can be ac­
counted for by assuming that responses can be made either pre- or postlex- 
ically, as in the Racc Model o f  phoneme detection proposed by Cutler and 
Norris  (1979; also sec Foss fk Blank, 1980; N ew m an  fk Dell, 1978). In this 
model, parallel processes compute an explicit phonemic representation and
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access the lexicon, with a phoneme detection response possible on the basis 
o f  whichever representation is available first; the model contrasts with 
T R A C E , which allows phoncmic responses only from the phonemic level. 
Whether or not lexical effects on phoneme detection RT arc observed de­
pends on characteristics o f  the materials and o f  the subjects’ task (Cutler, 
Mchler, Norris, Sc Scgui, 1987; Foss fk Gcrnsbachcr, 1983); these can affcct 
the level o f  response at which subjects’ attention is focused and, in turn, 
which process wins the phoneme response racc. T R A C E  successfully s imu­
lated (McClelland &' Elman, 1986b) both Foss and Gernsbachcr’s (1983) 
failure to find lcxical cffccts on word-initial phoneme detection, and 
Marslcn-Wilson’s (1980) finding that phoneme detection did show lexical 
influence late in a word. Counter  to T R A C E ’S predictions, however, is a 
finding by Frauenfcldcr, Scgui, and Dijkstra (1990) on phoneme detection 
in nonwords .  In TRACE, incoming phonetic information consistent with a 
particular w ord  facilitates all phonemes in that word, which in turn leads to 
inhibition o f  phonemes not in the word. Thus T R A C E  predicts that RT to 
[t] in vocabutciry will be slow (compared with RT to [t] in, say, socabutary), 
because incoming information will be consistent with the word vocabulary, 
which contains no [t|. The prediction was not borne out: RTs for the two 
types o f  nonw ord  did not differ. This finding is consistent with the Race 
Model, which assumes a prelexical focus o f  attention with nonw ord  input.
Attentional accounts have similarly been offered for RT differences in 
w ord  versus phonem e monitoring (Brunner fk Pisoni, 1982), for the disap­
pearance o f  top-dow n effects under speeded response conditions in phonetic 
categorization (Miller et al., 1984), and for changes in the relative weight o f  
cues to phoncmic identity (Gordon, Eberhardt,  fk Rucckl, 1993). In 
phoncmic restoration, Samuel (1991; Samuel & Resslcr, 1986) clicitcd sig­
nificantly more accurate discriminations o f  rcplaccd versus overlaid 
phonemes by telling subjects which phoneme to attend to, suggesting that 
subjects can switch attention from the lcxical level (which normally medi­
ates the restoration illusion) to the phonetic level. In phoneme monitoring, 
listeners can be induced to attend selectively to position in the word  (Pitt & 
Samuel, 1990) or syllable (Pallier, Scbastian-Gallcs, Fclgucra, Christophe, 
fk  Mchler, 1993). Eimas, Hornstein, and Payton (1990) found that listeners 
making a phonem e choicc response (e.g., [b] or [p]) normally attended to 
the phonetic level, but addition o f  a secondary task requiring a lcxical 
ju d g m e n t  resulted in attention switching to the lexical level, such that lexi­
cal effects upon RT appeared. In sentcncc contexts, however, the same 
items did not producc reliable lcxical effects with or without a secondary 
task (Eimas fk Nygaard, 1992; cf. Foss fk Blank, 1980; Foss et al., 1980), 
suggesting that attention switching is less easy in coherent contexts than in 
w ord  lists. This in turn suggests that in phoneme monitoring, as in phonetic
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categorization, lcxical cffccts may be highly dependent on those characteris­
tics o f  the experimental situation that least resemble natural recognition 
conditions.
c. Sentence and Word Processing
H ow  far should top-dow n influences from syntactic and semantic contcxt 
extend? N o currcnt models propose direct interaction between nonadjaccnt 
processing levels, and cffccts o f  sentence contcxt on phonetic processing 
seem better explained as response bias than as perceptual cffccts. Phonetic 
categorizations can be shifted by contextual probability, so that a sound 
between [b] and [p ] can be judged  [b] in hot water for the — ath but [p] in jog 
along the — ath (Miller ct al., 1984); however, the shift disappears in speeded 
responses, suggesting that it is not a mandatory perceptual cffcct. Similarly, 
Connine  (1987) found that scntcncc contcxt affectcd phonetic categorization 
RT tor stimuli at the continuum end points but not at the category bound­
ary, again indicative o f  response bias rather than an alteration o f  perceptual 
decisions; and Samuel (1981a) found that the bias measure in phoncmic 
restoration (which showed no lcxical status or frequency cffccts) was influ­
enced by scntcncc contcxt, but the discriminability measure was not. Both 
Samuel and Connine argued that sentential context docs not constrain pho- 
nctic processing, though they held that it may affect it indircctly by con­
straining lexical processing.
Consistent with constraints o f  scntcncc contcxt on lcxical processing are 
faster w ord  monitoring  in syntactically and scmantically acceptable con­
texts than in scmantically anomalous or ungrammatical contexts (Marslcn- 
Wilson, Brown, & Tyler, 1988; Marslcn-Wilson & Tyler, 1980) and earlier 
recognition o f  gated words in constraining semantic and syntactic contexts 
(Grosjcan, 1980; Tyler & Wcsscls, 1983). Prior presentation o f  associates o f  
the target-bearing w ord  facilitates phonem e-m onitor ing  RT when the 
words are in the same scntcncc (though such effects arc weak in lists: Blank 
& Foss, 1978; Foss, 1982; Foss & Ross, 1983). However, Foss explained this
phonem e-m onito r ing  facilitation in terms o f  ease o f  integration o f  the word  
meaning into a representation o f  the sentence meaning, and Marslcn-Wilson 
et al. (1988) accountcd similarly for the w ord-m onito r ing  finding. Connine, 
Blasko, and Hall (1991) provide converging evidcncc o f  rapid and efficient 
integration mechanisms. Contcx t  cffects in gating experiments may result 
from guessing (given that, after all, guessing on the basis o f  partial informa­
tion is what the subject has to do). Thus, none o f  these findings entail that 
availability o f  lcxical candidates is constrained by the sentence contcxt. 
Pertinent evidcncc on this issue comcs from the case o f  homophony.
When a listener hears an ambiguous string such as [wik], scntcncc con­
text could constrain lexical processing such that only the contextually ap­
propriate sense o f  the word is retrieved; alternatively, if lexical processing is
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independent o f  syntactic and semantic processing, all senses may be acti­
vated, and the appropriate one choscn by reference to the contcxt. Using the 
cross-modal priming task, Swinncy (1979) found that homophones such as 
bug primed words related to both their senses, even when prior contcxt was 
consistent with only one o f  the senses; although after jus t  a few syllables, 
only the contcxtually appropriate sense was active. Facilitation o f  words 
related to both senses occurs even when one reading o f  the ambiguous word 
is tar more frequent than the other(s): scale primes both weight and fish 
(Onifcr & Swinncy, 1981), and even when there arc word class differences 
and syntactic contcxt permits only one reading: w eek /w eak  primes both 
month and strong (Lucas, 1987).
Similarly, a spoken hom ophone  facilitates naming o f  a visually presented 
w ord  related to either one o f  its senses, irrespective o f  form class; flower is 
named more rapidly after either She held the rose or They all rose than after 
control sentences, and again the multiplc-scnsc activation is short lived 
(Tancnhaus, Leiman, & Scidcnbcrg, 1979). The same methodology pro­
duces automatic activation o f  multiple senses for n oun -v e rb  as well as 
n o u n -n o u n  ambiguities (Scidcnbcrg, Tancnhaus, Leiman, & Bienkowski,
1982). Lackncr and Garrett (1972) presented listeners with two competing 
messages, and required them to attend to one and to paraphrase it. Speech in 
the unattended channcl (which subjects could not report) resolved ambi­
guities in the attended utterances; subjects’ paraphrases reflected cither 
sense, depending on the available disambiguation, again suggesting avail­
ability o f  all senses.
All these results suggest m om entary  simultaneous activation o f  all senses 
o f  a hom ophone,  irrespective o f  relative frequency or contextual proba­
bility, with postacccss decision processes rapidly and efficiently selecting an 
appropriate sense and discarding inappropriate scnse(s). This would imply 
that lcxical access is not subject to top-down influence from syntactic and 
semantic processing. Note  that Scidcnbcrg ct al. (1982) found that strong 
associates in the preceding contcxt could constrain one sense o f  a h o m o ­
phone; but they interpreted this as an cffcct o f  lexical association rather than 
o f  syntactic or semantic contcxt. Similarly, completely restrictive syntactic 
contexts fail to prevent activation o f  multiple senses o f  noun -ve rb  h o m o ­
phones (e.g., s in k ; O den  & Spira, 1983; Tancnhaus tk D onnenwerth-Nolan,
1984), although O den  and Spira found a greater degree o f  facilitation for 
contextually appropriate than for contcxtually inappropriate senses. Tabossi 
(1988a; also sec Tabossi, Colom bo, & Jo b ,  1987) found that strongly con­
straining contexts could lead to only one sense being activated if that partic­
ular sense was highly dominant (e.g., the harbor sense o f  port in ships in the 
port). But again, these contexts effectively primed the relevant sense via 
occurrence o f  a related word, contexts that constrained one sense without 
priming it (e.g., The  man had to be at the port) produced facilitation for all
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senses. Thus, a within-lexical explanation is again as viable as a top-dow n 
account. Exhaustive activation o f  the senses o f  an ambiguous word  docs not 
occur when the w ord  is not focused in the scntcncc (Blutncr & Sommer, 
1988), suggesting that the kind o f  activation o f  related words that the cross- 
modal pr im ing task taps may occur only when attention is dircctcd to the 
part o f  the scntcncc containing the priming word.
U nam biguous  words can also have senses o f  varying rclcvancc to partic­
ular contexts. All attributes may be momentarily  activated when a word  is 
heard, irrespective o f  their relative dominance and o f  their contextual ap­
propriateness (Whitney, McKay, Kcllas, & Emerson, 1985); shortly after 
w ord  offset, however, attributes that arc dominant a n d /o r  contcxtually 
appropriate arc still activc, but contcxtually inappropriate nondom inant  
attributes arc not. Similarly, ccntral properties o f  unambiguous words (e.g., 
that ice is cold) arc activated irrespective o f  contextual appropriateness, but 
peripheral properties (e.g., that ice is slippery) are activated only when ap­
propriate (Greenspan, 1986; this latter experiment had a delay between 
contcxt and target, and thus resembles Whitney et al .’s postoffset condi­
tion).
Tabossi (1988b) found that scntcnce contexts could constrain activation o f  
different aspects o f  an unambiguous w o r d ’s meaning; H A R D  was primed 
after The  strong blow d idn’t crack the diamond, but not after The  jeweler polished 
the diamond. However, Williams (1988) found that even in neutral contexts 
there could be a failure o f  priming, so that TABLE is not primed after The  
boy p u t  the chair. . . . (although chair reliably primes TABLE out o f  contcxt). 
Williams argued that the relations between prime and target here involved 
schematic world knowledge rather than lexical associations; he proposed 
that activation o f  background knowledge during construction o f  the seman­
tic representation o f  a sentence determined the kind o f  attribute to which the 
listener’s attention would be directed. O nly  certain kinds o f  semantic rela­
tion, however, arc subject to such attcntional constraint; other kinds o f  
relation produce truly context-indcpcndent priming cffccts. This argument 
suggests that the scope for sentence context cffccts on lcxical processing 
may be limited to ccrtain kinds o f  relationship between a word and its 
context. Even then, contcxt cffccts arc, as argued above, apparently loeated 
at a relatively late stage o f  processing. Zwitserlood (1989) showed that both 
contcxtually appropriate and inappropriate words are momentarily  acti­
vated before sufficient input is available to selcct between them; thus contcxt 
does not constrain the availability o f  lexical candidates per se.
4. Com peti t ion  for Lexical Selection
First proposed in T R A C E , the notion that candidate words actively com ­
pete for recognition is achieving wide popularity. Evidence o f  activation o f  
words embedded within or across other words (Cluff & Luce, 1990; Shill-
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cock, 1990; Tabossi, Burani &’ Scott, 1995), or o f  simultaneous activation o f  
partially overlapping words (Goldingcr, Lucc, & Pisoni, 1989; Goldinger, 
Lucc, Pisoni, & Marcario, 1992; Gow &: Gordon, 1995; Marslcn-Wilson, 
1990; Zwitscrlood, 1989) is consistent with the competition notion, but 
docs not entail it. Inhibition o f  recognition as a function o f  the existence o f  
competitors  provides direct evidcncc. Taft (1986) observed that nonwords 
that form part o f  real words arc hard to rcject. Direct evidcncc o f  competi­
tion between w ord  candidates comcs from the finding that mess is harder to 
rccognizc when preceded by the syllabic [da] (as in domestic) than when 
preceded by, say, [na] (McQuccn, Norris, & Cutler, 1994), and from the 
finding that recognition is affccted by the num ber o f  other words poten­
tially accounting for a portion o f  the input (Norris, M cQuccn & Cutler,
1995; Vroom cn & de Gelder, 1995).
Analysis o f  patterns o f  compétition depends crucially on precisc knowl­
edge o f  vocabulary structure. Studies o f  lcxical structure have been revolu­
tionized in rcccnt years by the availability o f  computerized dictionaries; it is 
now easy to analyze the composition o f  the vocabulary in many languages, 
and arguments  based on analyses o f  lcxical databases have come to play an 
im portan t  role in theorizing about spoken word recognition (e.g., Cutler &
Carter, 1987; Lucc, 1986; Marcus & Fraucnfcldcr, 1985). It should be noted,
however, that substantial corpora o f  spoken language, and the estimates o f  
spoken w ord  frequency that could be derived from them, are still lacking; 
such spoken w ord  frcqucncy counts as do exist (e.g., G. D. A. Brown, 
1984; Howes, 1966) arc, for practical reasons, small in scale compared to 
written frcqucncy counts.
Rcccnt modeling initiatives have been designed to exploit vocabulary 
structure cffccts. In the N eighborhood Activation Model (Lucc et al., 1990), 
w ord  decision units arc dircctly activated by acoustic/phonetic input, with 
no top-dow n information from context playing a role at this stage. Oncc 
activated, the decision units monitor  both input information and the level o f  
activity in the system as a whole; their activity levels are also heavily biased 
by frequency. Thus in this model, the probability o f  recognizing a spoken 
w ord  is a function both o f  the w o rd ’s own frcqucncy and o f  the num ber and 
frcqucncy o f  similar words in the language: high-frequency words with 
few, low-frcqucncy neighbors arc recognizcd rapidly and accuratcly, while 
low-frequency words with  many high-frcqucncy neighbors are much hard­
er to recognize (Goldingcr ct al., 1989; Lucc ct al., 1990). So far, the model 
has been implemented only for monosyllabic words (indeed, C V C  words 
only). The  model is similar to the C ohort  model in determining initial 
activation by bo t tom -up  influence only, but differs from it both in the 
relative importance o f  word-initial information (in N A M , information per­
taining to any part o f  a word  is equally important) and in the central role o f  
frequency. It is similar to T R A C E  in assuming that recognition is crucially 
dependent on the pattern o f  activity in the system as a whole.
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Specifically incorporating the notion o f  compétition is S H O R T L IS T  
(Norris, 1991, 1994), a hybrid conncctionist model that has strong sim­
ilarities with both the revised C ohor t  model and TR A C E, but is burdened 
neither with the C oh or t  m ode l’s ovcrdependcnce on initial information nor 
with T R A C E ’S multiplication o f  the lcxical network across time sliccs. 
Furthermore,  unlike T R A C E , it is a strictly autonom ous model. S H O R T -  
LIST’s main feature is the separation o f  recognition into two distinct stages. 
In the first, b o t tom -up  information alone determines the set o f  potential 
word  candidates compatible with the input (the “short list”); the set may 
include candidates that overlap in the input. The initial stage can be imple­
mented as a simple recurrent network  (Norris, 1990), although it has been 
simulated as a dictionary search by Norris (1994). The short-listed candi­
dates arc then wired into a small interactive activation network, containing 
only as many connections as arc needed for the particular set o f  words being 
processed; these words then compete for recognition. Bccausc the competi­
tion stage is limited to a small candidate set, the model can be implemented 
with a realistic vocabulary o f  tens o f  thousands o f  words (Norris, 1994).
As noted earlier, the notion o f  competition provides a potential solution 
to the problem o f  word  recognition in continuous spccch; even without 
w ord  boundary information, competing words may effectively divide up 
the input am ongst  themselves. However, competition can also co-cxist with 
explicit segmentation. When interword compétition and stress-based seg­
mentation are compared in the same experiment, independent evidence 
appears for both (M cQuccn ct al., 1994).
III. S P O K E N  W O R D  P R O D U C T I O N
A. M eth od o logy
The laboratory study o f  word  production raises formidable problems; en­
suring that a particular word is produced may subvert the spontaneous 
production proccss, for example, by making the word  available to the 
subject’s récognition system prior to its production. Tasks in which subjects 
output  on com m and  a previously learned sequence (e.g., Sternberg, Knoll, 
Monsell, & Wright, 1988) or paired associate (Meyer, 1990) may preserve 
later stages o f  the production proccss but preempt earlier stages. Presum­
ably bccausc o f  this difficulty with designing laboratory studies, much 
research on production has exploited naturalistic data: slips o f  the tongue, 
t ip-of-the-tonguc (TO T) states, pausing, and hesitation patterns. Word pro­
duction in particular has been investigated via slips and TO T , in other 
words, primarily via instances o f  processing failure. Even though well- 
controllcd laboratory conditions have been devised to collect slips (Baars, 
Motley, & MacKay, 1975), and articulatory failure in tongue twisters 
(Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1992) and t ip-of-thc-tongue states (Kohn ct al., 1987),
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the possibility that the processes inferred from production failures arc not 
those o f  normal production still bedevils this field.
Word production has also been studied via the picturc-naming task, 
which has a long history in psychology (see Glaser, 1992); in particular, 
picturc naming under conditions o f  interference from simultaneously pre­
sented words (e.g., Lupker, 1979) has allowed infcrcnccs about connections 
within the lexicon (cf. the cross-modal priming task for recognition). In 
rcccnt versions of this task subjects hear a word and sec a picture, and the 
asynchrony o f  presentation o f  these two stimuli may be varied; the depen­
dent variable may be a response to the picturc (e.g., Meyer & Schricfcrs,
1991) or to the spoken word  (e.g., Levelt ct al., 1991). Again, drawing 
inferences about word  production from these tasks requires assumptions 
about word  recognition as well. Picture-naming experiments o f  any kind 
arc further limited in that they arc applicable only to the study o f  words that 
can be depicted: concrete nouns, plus a few readily cncodable action verbs 
(e.g., Kcmpcn Huijbcrs, 1983). There arc still large areas o f  vocabulary 
for which no experimental investigation technique has yet been devised.
B. Issues
1. Stages in Word Production
As Levelt (1989) points out, the conceptual formulation stages o f  produc­
tion have attracted more attention from outside psychology (e.g., from AI 
approaches to language generation) than from within it. There is naturalistic 
and empirical w ork  on propositional and syntactic formulation (see Bock, 
Chaptcr  6, this volume), but virtually none that specifically addresses the 
input to lcxical processing.
Picturc-naming studies that partially address the issue include Hut-  
tenlochcr and Kubicek’s (1983) observation that picturc naming can be 
primed by prior presentation o f  pictures o f  related objects; they argued that, 
however, bccausc the size o f  the priming effect is the same in picture naming 
as in object recognition without  naming, what is primed is recognition o f  
the picturc only, and not retrieval o f  the appropriate name from the lexicon. 
Flores d ’Arcais and Schreudcr (1987) found that the naming o f  pictures 
(e.g., o f  a guitar) was facilitated both by prior presentations ot other pic­
tures having functional relations to the target picturc (e.g., an accordion) 
and by pictures o f  objects physically similar to the target (e.g., a tennis 
racket); they argued for separate involvement o f  functional and physical 
aspccts o f  a picturc in specification o f  the relevant lexical input. As in 
Huttcnlochcr and Kubicck’s study, however, their cffccts may be located in 
picturc processing rather than in lcxical retrieval.
Whatever the precise nature o f  the input, lexical acccss in production 
involves a mapping from semantic to phonological form; a lexical represen-
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tation can act as a transcoding dcvicc that accomplishes this mapping (see 
Fromkin, 1971, for such a proposal, and see Bock, Chaptcr  6, this volume). 
However, separation o f  semantic/syntactic and phonological information 
even within the lcxical system for production has been assumed by many 
models. In its simplest form (e.g., Buttcrworth ,  1989) this proposal as­
sumes that each word  is associated with a conceptual node, which is ac- 
ccsscd by input from message generation, and that this node is in turn 
connected to a separate phonological node that sends the output to the 
subsequent stage o f  the production proccss. The influential language pro­
duction model o f  Garrett (1975) laid greatest emphasis on separation o f  two 
distinct levels o f  processing, corresponding closcly to a distinction between 
two types o f  words, open-class (or lcxical, or content) and closcd-class (or 
grammatical, or function) words. At the “functional” level, only open-class 
items and their grammatical relations arc specified. At the “positional” level 
all words in an uttcrancc arc specified, including inflectional endings that 
specify grammatical relations. The former level is held to contain no aspccts 
o f  phonological structure (or at least none that arc capablc o f  cxcrcising 
independent effect at that level); the latter, although still held to be a stage 
prior to full phonetic specification, “involves certain aspccts o f  sound struc­
tu re .” Although this proposal is not formulated in terms o f  lcxical process­
ing, it is compatible with a two-stage model o f  lcxical processing in which 
syntactic and phonological forms arc separately accessed.
A two-stage proposal for lexical acccss in production was made by Kem­
pen and Huijbcrs (1983), and the w ord  production part ot Lcvelt’s (1989) 
model o f  uttcrancc production is likewise two stage. The conceptual nodes 
acccssed in the first stage o f  lexical processing these authors call lemmas, the 
phonological nodes, word forms. Although Levelt (1989) is neutral as to 
whether  lemmas and word  forms arc acccssed together or separately, he 
subsequently (Levelt, 1992) proposed that the two stages arc temporally 
sequential.
Corresponding  to the notion o f  two stages, there arc modeling efforts 
devoted principally to one or to the other. For the mapping from conccpt to 
lexicon, Oldfield (1966; Oldfield &: Wingfield, 1964) proposed successive 
choicc between binary semantic feature alternatives o f  increasing specificity 
( + /  — living, +  / —animate, + /  — human, etc.).  As Levelt (1989) points out, 
however, in any such dccompositional system the semantic mapping that 
enables production of, for example, terrier will also suffice for production o f  
dog (and indeed for more general terms at every level o f  the semantic hier­
archy; animal, creature, etc.). Levelt terms this “the hypcronym p rob lem .” 
Semantic decomposition within lcxical representations is proposed by Bicr- 
wisch and Schrcudcr (1992). In their model, the mapping from concepts to 
lemmas is mediated by the construction o f  an uttcrancc semantic form that 
may allow alternative instantiations o f  a conceptual intention as sequences o f
lemmas; a verbalization function chooscs the instantiation that will be 
mapped to the lexicon. The hypcronym  problem is assumed to be solved by 
restricting lemma acccss to the elosest match to the input semantic form. 
Roclofs (1992) proposes a spreading activation model o f  lemma acccss, in 
which lemma nodes reccivc activation from associated concept nodes, and 
the node with the highest activation level is “selected”; the lemma nodes are 
linked in turn to w ord-fo rm  nodes, so that selection o f  a lemma node 
presumably acts as the criterial stimulus for activation o f  the associated 
w ord-form  node. Spreading activation solutions could in principle solve the 
hypcronym  problem by ensuring that a specific input (terrier) will producc 
greater activation in more specific lemmas than in more general ones (dog). 
However, the problem docs not arise in Roclofs’s model because o f  the one- 
to-one mapping from concepts to lemmas. A dccompositional proccss o f  
concept acccss would, o f  coursc, merely shift the problem to the conccpt- 
nodc level. Roclofs (1993) argues, however, that dccompositional acquisi­
tion o f  concepts is compatible with  later chunking o f  the conccptual com po­
nents to a unitary representation, such that concept acccss in production 
short-circuits the proccss o f  concept construction from semantic primitives.
The mapping from semantic to phonological structure in language pro­
duction is reflected in slips at each level. In semantic misselcction, a scman­
tically related word  may substitute for the target word (the two contemporary 
[T: adjacent] buildings), or two scmantically related words may be simul­
taneously choscn and the output  form may be a blend o f  both (science fiction  
bookstops [T: stores/shops]). In the latter case the two components o f  the 
blend are equally good alternative selections (in the particular contcxt: Bier- 
wisch, 1981). In phonological missclection, substitution errors may pro­
ducc words with similarity o f  sound but not o f  meaning: participate for 
precipitate (Fay & Cutler, 1977). However, such pairs apparently do not 
blend (errors such as partipitate  are not reported). Misselcctions that are only 
semantic or only phonological, and differing constraints on semantic versus 
phonological errors, are consistent with separation o f  semantic from pho­
nological information in lcxical acccss.
For w ord-fo rm  retrieval, Shattuck-Hufnagcl (1979, 1983, 1986) proposes 
a model in which a suprasegmental framework, consisting o f  prosodically 
labeled syllable frames, is separately specified (presumably by extralcxical 
considérations), and segmental components  o f  the phonological forms o f  
words arc copied into it by a ’scan-copy” device. The latter sclccts and 
copics the segments in serial order. As each segment is selected it is checked 
off; the copied representation is constantly monitored. Shattuck-Hufnagcl’s 
model is primarily intended to account for patterns o f  phoneme slips: 
phonem e anticipations and cxchangcs occur when the scanner selects the 
w rong  segment; perseverations are failures o f  check-off. Like other error- 
based models, Shattuck-Hufnagel’s assumes that word forms consist o f
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phonem e representations ordered in syllabic structure. Slips in the p ronun­
ciation o f  words preserve syllable structure: syllable-initial phonemes ex- 
change with one another, syllable-final with one another, and so on. Patterns 
o f  error in tongue twisters reveal the same pattern (Shattuck-Hufnagcl,
1992). However, slips at differing levels o f  syllabic structure are possible: thus 
an initial consonant cluster can move as a unit (e.g., exchange with another 
syllabic onset: cl edge hippers), or one element o f  the eluster can move alone 
(Sprench feaker). Phonemes can be misordered, as in the above examples, or 
misselectcd (omitted, added, substituted: overwelling for overwhelming, os- 
posed for opposed, neasely for neatly). Such slips involve movement or selec­
tion o f  whole phonemes, not o f  the phonological features in terms o f  which 
phonemes can be described (Shattuck-Hufnagcl & Klatt, 1979). Slips arc 
more likely when a sound occurs twice (e.g., a lilting willy); the two occur­
rences should have the same role in syllabic structure (Dell, 1984). Slips arc 
more likely between, and more likely to create, two words with the same 
pattern o f  syllable structure(s) (Stemberger, 1990).
Phoneme similarity can precipitate error: the likelihood o f  error increases 
with increasing similarity between phonemes, both in natural (Shattuck- 
Hufnagcl, 1986; Shattuck-Hufnagcl & Klatt, 1979) and in experimentally 
elicited slips (Levitt & Hcaly, 1985). Levitt and Hcaly also found that fre­
quent phonemes tend to displace infrequent ones, and argued that the for­
mer have stronger output representations than the latter. However, no such 
asym m etry  was observed in Shattuck-Hufnagcl and Klatt’s (1979) natural 
slips corpus; nor did they find that markedness was a relevant variable in 
error frequency (but see Stemberger, 1991). Similarity effects may occur in 
mapping a phonological to an articulatory codc.
Speakers producing a learned word  on com m and initiate production 
more rapidly if  they arc sure o f  the initial syllable o f  the word  to be spoken, 
even more rapidly if  they arc sure o f  the initial two syllables, but knowledge 
o f  noninitial syllables alone cannot speed production (Meyer, 1990). Speak­
ers nam ing a picturc producc their response taster it jus t  as they sec the 
picturc they hear a w ord  with the same onset as the name, or just  after they 
see the picturc they hear a word  with the same offset as the name (Meyer & 
Schricfers, 1991). Both results suggest that word encoding produces onsets 
before offsets rather than whole words at oncc.
2. Interaction between Stages o f  Production
a. Interactive Models o f  Word Production
Word production has been less systematically modeled than recognition. 
M o r to n ’s logogen model (1969), as a general theory o f  lcxical representa­
tion and retrieval, is applicable equally to recognition and production. In the 
ease o f  production, the evidcncc that raises a logogcn’s activation level will
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normally be conceptual input from the cognitive system, and the output 
oncc a logogen has reached threshold is an (unspecified) phonological code. 
Just  as logogens arc sensitive to semantics as well as phonology in récogni­
tion, they arc sensitive to phonological as well as semantic information in 
production.
The model proposed by Dell (1986, 1988), in which lcxical processing 
within scntcncc production is carricd out by spreading activation within a 
network, contrasts most obviously with the nonintcractive two-stage m od­
els ot Levelt (1989) and others. Semantic, morphological, and phonological 
aspccts o f  any lexical i tem ’s structure arc represented separately within this 
network, but there is no division o f  the network to reflect this separation, 
with the result that activation can flow in either direction within any combi­
nation o f  these aspects o f  representation. Similar proposals for a lexical 
ne tw ork  have been made by Stemberger (1985) and MacKay (1987).
b. Sentence and Word Processing
Interaction between lexical and contextual processing in production would 
require the demonstration o f  feedback from lcxical information to subse­
quent prclcxical décisions about uttcrancc content. Bicrwisch and Schreudcr 
(1992) propose that the matching o f  lexical representations to conceptual 
input involves distributed processing, but their model docs not include 
feedback from lcxicon to the input. Levelt and Maassen (1981) argued on 
the basis o f  a finding that word accessibility (as defined by naming latency) 
did not affect order o f  mention that there is no such feedback. Harley (1984) 
discusscs spccch errors in which rcccntly activated words intrude into an 
uttcrancc, for example, I ’ve eaten (T .read) all my library books, spoken by a 
hungry  person preparing to eat. But such errors do not imply that activation 
of, for example, food-related words in the lexicon has resulted in a change 
to the speaker’s plan  for the uttcrancc; rather, as Garrett (1988) argues, they 
can be explained as high-level blend errors, in which multiple utterance 
plans, generated in parallel, may merge.
It has been argued that syntactic formulation prcccdes lexical selection 
(Fromkin, 1971), follows it (Bicrwisch & Schreudcr, 1992), or operates in 
parallel to it (Bock, 1982). Bock (1986) argued that phonological informa­
tion cannot feed back to influence word availability during syntactic formu­
lation. In her experiment,  speakers were asked to describe pictures, for ex­
ample, o f  a church being struck by lightning; prior presentation o f  a prime 
w ord  tended to determine choicc o f  subject noun when the prime was 
semantically related to one o f  the concepts in the picturc (e.g., after the 
prime thunder speakers were more likely to start with lightning), but phono- 
logically related primes (e.g. ,frightening) had no such cffcct. This result is 
compatible with models o f  lexical processing in which semantic and phono­
logical information become available separately, and only the former is 
available to the syntactic formulator.
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However, Bock (1987) found, using the same technique, that prior pre­
sentation o f  a prime word  having maximal overlap from onset with a target 
w ord  (e.g., plan  for plant) inhibited choice o f  the target as first noun in a 
picturc description. Bock argued that prior presentation o f  a elose phono­
logical neighbor makes word  forms temporarily less acccssiblc, which in 
turn prom pts  the syntactic formulator to choose a structure in which acccss 
o f  that form is delayed. Levelt and Maassen (1981) found that although word  
accessibility did not affect order o f  mention, it did affect syntactic formula­
tion in that where nouns were less acccssiblc, picture descriptions were 
spoken m ore  slowly and contained less syntactic reduction (e.g., coordinate 
reduction). These findings could suggest feedback from word-form  selec­
tion to syntactic formulation, but Levelt (1989) accommodates them within 
an autonom ous framework by proposing that relative w ord-form  inac­
cessibility causes an ongoing utterance production to grind to a halt, and the 
resulting (unspccificd) distress signal prompts  an earlier proccss (here, syn­
tactic formulation) to start again with an alternative plan.
c. Lcxical and Phonetic Processing
Natural phonem e misordering errors (Dell &: Reich, 1981) and experimen­
tally elicitcd phonem e slips (Baars ct al., 1975) tend to result in real words 
(rather than nonwords) more often than chance would predict. Also, many 
word  substitution errors show simultaneous semantic and phonological re­
lationships (e.g., typhoid; T: thyroid; Aitchison &; Straf, 1981). Baars ct al. 
proposed a prearticulatory output  monitor  to explain the asymmetry, but 
Dell and Reich argued for simultaneous accessibility o f  semantic and phono­
logical aspccts o f  words (as proposed by Dell, 1986). As described above, 
this proposal conflicts with the autonomous two-stage models. Schricfcrs, 
Meyer, and Levelt (1990) asked subjects to name simple pictures (e.g., o f  a 
finger); nam ing time was slowed if subjects heard a semantically related 
w ord  (e.g., foe) jus t  before the picturc appeared, but it was speeded if they 
heard a phonologically related word (e.g., finch) just  after the picturc ap­
peared. Levelt ct al. (1991) further adapted this paradigm such that the 
dependent variable becamc response time to make a lcxical decision to the 
spoken word, presented just  after the picturc. When the spoken word was 
the name o f  the picturc itself or was either scmantically or phonologically 
related to this name, responses were inhibited in comparison to responses to 
a w ord  unrelated to the picturc. However, responses to words that were 
phonologically related to the picture’s semantic associates (e.g., in the above 
example, tone, similar to toe) were not inhibited. Dell’s (1986) spreading 
activation model would prcdict that any activation would be simultaneously 
semantic and phonological, countcr to Levelt ct al.’s results. Dell and 
O ’Scaghdha (1991, 1992) propose a refinement o f  Dell’s model, which 
brings it closer to the two-stage model; the access o f  semantic and o f  phono-
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logical information is modeled as separate stages subject to only limited 
interaction (presumed ncccssary to explain the spcech error effects).
IV. R E C O G N I T I O N  A N D  P R O D U C T I O N
Apart from the obvious difference that the mapping between sound and 
meaning proceeds in opposite directions, what comparisons arc appropriate 
between the processes o f  recognition and production o f  spoken words? Arc 
the processes interdependent? Do they, for instance, draw on a single lexi­
con, or two? This issue has arisen regularly, despite the fact that most 
models address only one or the other system. In the logogen model, an 
exception to this separation, simultaneous sensitivity to both phonological 
and semantic input suggests a unitary lexical representation for each word; 
but later developments o f  the theory (Morton tk Patterson, 1980) divided 
the lexicon into input versus output logogens, with the latter sensitive only 
to semantic information. Support for this view camc from a finding by 
Shallicc, McLcod, and Lewis (1985) that auditory name detection and read­
ing words aloud can be performed simultaneously without cross-task intcr- 
fercncc. O n  the other hand, word substitution errors resembling the in­
tended word  in sound but not in meaning led Fay and Cutler (1977) to argue 
for a single lexical system, in which such production errors arise by mis- 
sclcction o f  a neighbor in an organization determined by the needs o f  recog­
nition. This concluding section considers the similarities and differences in 
the structure o f  the recognition and production systems (via consideration, 
first, o f  some research issues that have arisen in both fields) (and sec Bock, 
Chaptcr  6, this volume).
A. Som e C o m m o n  Issues in R ecognition  and Production Research
1. Frcqucncy o f  Occurrence
Relative frequency o f  occurrence affects word recognition (see also Seiden- 
berg, Chaptcr  5, this volume); for instance, accuracy o f  report o f  words in 
noise rises with frequency (Howes, 1957; Lucc ct al., 1990; Savin, 1963). 
However, bccausc listeners producc many high-trcqucncy erroneous re­
sponses, Savin (1963) ascribed this result to response bias rather than 
within-lexical cffccts; the same argument was made by Luce ct al. (1990) 
bccausc frequency cffccts on word identification were distinct from effects 
o f  neighborhood density (how many phonetically similar words could be 
confused with the target word), and by Connine, Titonc, and Wang (1993) 
bccausc frequency effects in a phonctic categorization task could be induccd 
by manipulating overall list frequency. Luce et al. proposed that frequency 
cffccts occur at a late stage o f  word recognition, in which decision units,
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that can be biased by frcqucncy, sclcct am ong an initial set o f  candidates 
consistent with bo t tom -up  information. (The revised cohort model uses a 
similar frcqucncy mechanism: Marslcn-Wilson, 1987.)
High-frequency words are recognized faster in auditory lcxical decision 
(Connine, Mullenix, Shernoff, & Yclcn, 1990; D upoux fk Mchler, 1990; 
Taft tk Hambly, 1986; Tyler, Marslcn-Wilson, Rentoul, & Hannay, 1988) 
but frcqucncy cffccts arc stronger with m ono-  than with  polysyllabic words 
(Bradley fk Forster, 1987); in phoneme monitoring, too, frequency effects 
appear only with targets on monosyllabic words (Dupoux &' Mchler, 1990; 
Foss &: Blank, 1980). Monitoring tasks arc assumed to tap prclcxical or 
acccss stages o f  processing. Where tasks tap later stages o f  processing, frc­
qucncy cffccts are stronger, for example, in rhyme monitoring (McQuccn,
1993). Frequency cffccts in gating disappear in constraining context (Gros- 
jcan &: Itzler, 1984). The pattern o f  findings is thus consistent with models 
that placc frequency effects at final décision rather than initial activation 
stages o f  lexical processing.
In production, frequency cffccts are stronger in picture naming than in 
naming a written w ord  (Huttenlochcr &: Kubicck, 1983; Oldfield fk Wing­
field, 1965), but are not accounted for by object recognition time (Wing- 
held, 1968). Frequent words are less subject to phonological error than 
infrequent words (Dell, 1990; Stemberger MacWhinncy, 1986b). Word 
substitutions involving semantic associates tend to replace low-frequency 
with higher-frequency words (Levelt, 1989). T O T  states arc more com m on 
on low- than on high-frcqucncy words (possibly better estimated by subjec­
tive than objective frcqucncy; R. Brown &; McNeill, 1966). The facilitatory 
cffccts o f  frequency suggested by these findings arc instantiated in the log­
ogen model (Morton, 1969) by differing levels o f  resting activation, in 
spreading-activation models by different weights on connections (e.g., 
MacKay, 1987), or by the num ber  o f  connections to representations o f  
possible contexts (Dell, 1990). However, frcqucncy effects in homophones 
(great/grate) are determined by combined frcqucncy rather than individual 
sense frequency (Dell, 1990; Jeschcniak & Levelt, 1994), suggesting that 
they arc located at w ord-fo rm  rather than lemma level. This in turn suggests 
that frequency cffccts in recognition and production have an ordering sim­
ilarity (they arise late in word  processing) but do not share a com m on 
location in a unitary system.
2. Morphological Structure
When two words cxchangc places in a speech error they frequently strand 
their inflectional affixes (e.g., looking fo r  boozes in his insect); the affixes 
accommodatc to their new stems (the plural inflection that would have been 
pronounccd [s] on insect becomes |3z] on booze). This suggests separate 
representation o f  stem and inflectional affix in word production (Garrett, 
1988; Stemberger tk Lewis, 1986). Production o f  past-tense forms given
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infinitive verbs takes longer for irregular (taught) than for regular forms 
(talked; MacKay, 1976). Stems that end in the same phoneme as their inflec­
tion (e.g., yield/yielded, doze /dozes)  are more subjcct to inflectional omission 
errors than stems ending in different phonemes (grab/grabbed, change/  
changes; S temberger & MacWhinncy, 1986a). Recognition o f  regularly in­
flected, but not irregularly inflected, forms facilitates later recognition o f  the 
stem (Kcmplcy & Morton, 1982). Listeners perform same/different ju d g ­
ments faster on stems than on inflections (Jarvclla & Meijers, 1983). These 
observations arc all compatible with storage o f  inflected words in their base 
form. However, Stemberger and MacWhinncy (1986b) argue that com m on 
inflected forms arc stored as wholes, bccausc they undergo error less often 
than u n co m m o n  inflcctcd forms.
Inflectional affixes may therefore be stripped off  in recognition; Taft, 
Hambly, and Kinoshita (1986) proposed the same for derivational prefixes, 
because RT to rejcct a nonw ord  is longer if the nonw ord  begins with a real 
prefix (e.g .,dejouse vs. tejouse). Against this suggestion are findings that RTs 
to detect mispronunciations in sccond versus first syllables are unaffected by 
w hether  or not the first syllable is a prefix (Cole &Jakimik,  1980), and that 
lcxical decision RTs do not suggest that processing o f  prefixed words (e.g., 
intention) proceeds via processing o f  unrelated unprcfixed words embedded 
in them (tension; Schriefcrs, Zwitscrlood, tk Roelofs, 1991; Taft, 1988; Tyler 
ct al., 1988). A morphologically complcx word such as permit is rccognizcd 
more rapidly if  subjects have jus t  heard another word with the same stem, 
such as submit, but prior presentation o f  an affix does not have the same 
effect (Emmorcy, 1989). E m m orey  argued for a model o f  the lexicon in 
which words with the same stem arc linked to one another, but having the 
same affix does not involve such links. Morphological structure is reflected 
in subjects’ T O T  guesses (D. C. Rubin, 1975); and when lcxical stress is 
misplaccd in production (e.g., econOmists), it virtually always falls on a 
syllable that docs bear stress in a word morphologically related to the target 
(e.g., economic; Cutler, 1980), suggesting that lexical representations o f  
morphologically related words arc linked in production, too.
Garrett  (1988) has argued that the separation o f  syntactic affixes from 
stems in production implies au tonom y o f  syntactic from conccptual p ro­
cessing; the same argum ent was made for spoken word recognition by 
Katz, Boycc, Goldstein, and Lukatcla (1987), who found that recognition 
time for inflcctionally related Serbo-Croatian nouns was affected by syntac­
tic form but not by frequency (which, it will be recalled, seems to be a late 
effect in recognition).
3. Phonological Structure
Proposals o f  the form o f  phonological representation in the recognition 
lcxicon vary from the highly concrete, with contextual variation explicitly 
represented (e.g., Elman &: Zipser, 1988) to the highly abstract, with all
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predictable information unspecified (Lahiri & Marslcn-Wilson, 1991). In 
production, some sequencing errors apparently involve movement o f  ele­
ments postulated for underlying but not surfacc phonological representa­
tions (e.g., sw in  atid swaig; T: swing and sway; Fromkin, 1973; the underlying 
representation o f  [g] is hypothesized to be [ng]); others involve replacement 
o f  elements that would be undcrspccified in an abstract representation by 
elements that would be specified (Stemberger, 1991). Both these findings 
suggest that phonological representations for production may be in abstract 
form.
The phonological information in lcxical entries includes syllable struc­
ture, in particular a division between onset and rime: speakers find it easier 
to play novel language games that require onset—rime division o f  words 
than games that require other divisions (Trciman, 1983, 1986); word  blends 
most often involve division o f  com ponent words between onset and rime 
(MacKay, 1972). Likewise, syllabic onsets exhibit perceptual integrity (Cut­
ler, Butterfield, & Williams, 1987). Although the syllable per sc is not a 
perceptual unit in English, it is in Frcnch and Dutch (see Scction 11B 1 ), and 
converging evidcncc for a role for the syllabic in word production also 
comes from Dutch (Meyer, 1990). Similarly, studies in Japanese suggest that 
morae but not syllables play a role in recognition (Otake ct al., 1993; Cutler 
& Otake, 1994) and production (Kubozono, 1989).
Lcxical representation o f  word  prosody in production has been proposed 
on the basis o f  T O T  guesses that maintain stress pattern (R. Brown & 
McNeill, 1966), slips that maintain everything but stress pattern (Cutler, 
1980), and stress priming cffccts in picturc naming (Levelt, 1993). In recog­
nition, lexical effects in phonetic categorization can be mediated by stress 
(Connine, Clifton, &: Cutler, 1987) and by lcxical tone (Fox & Unkefer,
1985). However, the purely prosodic correlates o f  stress pattern in English 
do not play a role in prelcxical processing (Cutler, 1986), although mis- 
stressed words arc hard to rccognizc if  vowel quality alters (Bond & Small, 
1983; Cutler &' Clifton, 1984; Slowiaczck, 1990).
B. The Architecture o f  the System
The evidence on overlap between the production and recognition systems is 
inconclusivc. If there are to be shared resources, the constraints o f  the two 
processes entail that the sharing must be at a ccntral level; however, while 
the evidence outlined above is compatible with a sharcd-resource account, it 
also does not rule out separation o f  the two systems. There is clearly room  
for innovative research on this issue.
Similarly, no conclusive answer can as yet be given to the central issue in 
both recognition and production research: is the basic architecture o f  the 
processing system au tonom ous /m odu la r  or interactive (sec Scidcnbcrg,
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Chaptcr  5, this volume)? Models o f  both types exist that can account for 
most existing evidcncc. However, there arc reasons to prefer, at this point, 
an autonom ous solution. First, a unidirectional flow o f  information presup­
poses a simpler architecture than bidirectional connections; if  the explana­
tory power o f  each type o f  model is equivalent, then a choice can at least be 
made on the basis o f  simplicity. Sccond, autonomous models make clearer 
predictions about the sourccs o f  information accessible at each stage o f  
processing, and hcncc arc (at least in principle) more amenable to experi­
mental test. Third, wc have seen that many o f  the findings that have been 
regarded as favoring interactionist positions are far from robust. In produc­
tion, phonological formulation is impervious to influence from semantic 
factors, and lcxical accessibility docs not strongly influence utterance for­
mulation [in fact, in the only study that produced results apparently indica­
tive o f  such influence (Bock, 1987), the significant priming cffcct was just  
3% different from the chancc prediction; in Levelt and Maassen’s (1981) 
comparable study, an cffcct o f  similar size was not significant). In recogni­
tion, the tasks that have been used to investigate the relationship between 
phonetic and lcxical processing have proved to be subjcct to task-specific 
cffccts. In particular, the phonetic categorization task, which requires re­
peated responses to the same stimuli, seems unsuited to investigation o f  
normal recognition. O f  the other tasks, phonetic restoration has produced 
evidcncc that on balancc favors an interactive account, while the evidence 
from phonem e monitoring  more strongly supports an autonomous posi­
tion. Likewise, the literature offers little evidence for strong determination 
o f  lexical récognition by higher-level contcxt. Some a priori less-likely 
interpretations may be effectively ruled out by contcxt; but context effects 
may simply be indications that integrative processes in recognition arc ex­
tremely efficient. With efficient integration, docs the system actually need 
top-dow n processes, which, by excluding improbable interpretations, 
might actually mislead?
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